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Equity Put/Call Ratio blows past old record. 
 
Market Risk Index improved to 62.7% over the last two weeks. 
 
Market Trend was a detractor from MRI, shifting from Bullish to 
Neutral Trade on the short-term failure of the rally off the October 
lows. 
 
However, in a yin to that yang, the risk score for the Psychology 
Composite has improved by nearly 20%, edging it toward painting a 
more neutral picture of investor psychology. The Options category 
shifted to maximum bullish, and the Surveys category is not far 
behind. The CBOE Equity Put/Call ratio is making record highs, 
beating the 2008 bear market record. In the Surveys category, the 
AAII Sentiment survey is also breaking records for the most 
persistent set of bearish responses since the advent of the survey. 
 
Yet, those extreme readings still don’t align with investor 
positioning (or our long-leading measures of investor psychology). 
For AAII, the Allocation survey showed a rebound in equity 
allocations in December, with those members still carrying above-
average equity exposure. For options markets, when you look at 
Open Interest (the open positions in options), it favors call options, 
not puts. Open interest in equity options has been moving in the 
opposite direction and is not far from the most euphoric readings in 
2021. 
 
This behavior has been a hallmark of this bear market. When you 
ask an investor or an economist what they think about the market 
or the economy, the response is bearish or recessionary. It’s mostly 
talk, as investors have not acted on their opinions in aggregate. 
Exposure to risk assets is inconsistent with what investors say they 
believe about the state of the stock market and economy. 
 
Maybe it’s a full-on embrace of buy-and-hold investing – investors 
willing to ride out market fluctuations despite any emotional bouts 
of fear or enthusiasm. Or, maybe it’s a sign that we are still in the 
denial phase of the bear market. That’s our theory, judging from 
repeated stock market rallies on every economic release that gives 
the slightest hope of a Fed pivot. Investors keep jumping at the 
chance to front-run central bankers to avoid missing out on the 
next speculative market ride. Bear markets generally don’t bottom 
on Fed pivots. The whole notion of timing a pivot is a new one – 

Psychology - P4

Monetary - M3

Valuation - Extremely Overvalued

Trend

Largest  Psychology Influences

Option Activity Posit ive

Surveys Posit ive

Volatility Negative

Technical Indicators Negative

Largest  Monetary Influences

Interest Rates Negative

Exchange Rates Posit ive

Interest Rate Spreads (Yield Curve) Negative

Valuat ion

7-10 Year Equity Return Forecast 3.3%

10Yr US Treasury Yield 3.8%

Market  Trends

Market Risk Index scales from 0 to 100%. Higher 

readings correspond with higher risk markets. 

Scores below 25% are bullish. Scores between 25-

75% are neutral, and scores above 75% are 

markets vulnerable to major drawdowns.

Market  Risk Index

Rec Allocation 25% Underweight

62.7%
Category Percent iles

US Equit ies                            Neutral Trade

Intl Equit ies                           Bullish Trade

REITs                                      Neutral Trade

Broad Commodities             Bearish Trade

65.6%

61.8%

90.8%

49.1%
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likely born from investors conditioned by buying dips in the enduring era of quantitative easing. It’s game theory 
for front-runners. 
 
Traditional bear markets bottom when the Fed throws the kitchen sink at markets as central bankers panic 
alongside investors who have given up buying the dip and want out at all costs. 2020 was an exception, as 
central bankers and politicians responded in both record time and record size to falling markets. 
 
A year ago, MRI was at 90.9% with euphoric investor sentiment and a fresh sell signal from High Low Logic Index. 
These were explicit warnings of a market vulnerable to a significant drawdown – a bear market but not 
necessarily a recession. We open 2023 with MRI having improved modestly but now with a clear recession 
warning coming from our Monetary Composite. In a unique twist, we are also starting the year with a renewed 
sell signal from the High Low Logic Index. The weight of the evidence suggests this bear market will persist well 
into 2023. 

 
Charts of the Week 
 

High Low Logic Index indicates bifurcated, unhealthy stock market internals. 
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Yield Curve Inversion worsens to a level not seen since 1981. 

 
 

CBOE Equity Put/Call Ratio blows past all previous records. 
This is typically associated with back-the-truck-up readings from our Psychology Composite and Market Risk Index, 
but not in this instance. 
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Equity Put/Call Ratios are surging when looking at volume but falling when looking at Open Interest 
In other words, the volume in options suggests investors are very bearish, but options positioning is still bullish. 

 
 
The Total Put/Call Ratio shows the same split behavior in Volume versus Open Interest. 
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AAII Members are super bearish at cocktail parties but bullish on their account statements. 

 
 

The Number of States with Negative Growth has surpassed the threshold for recession. 
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Echoes of the Munder Net Net Fund – ARKK investors have lost nearly $11 billion since inception. 

 
 
FAANG stocks lost more than $3 Trillion in market cap in 2022. 
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The household survey and Establishment survey disagree on the state of the labor market. 
The Household survey usually wins the argument. 
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The essence of investment management is the management of risks, not the management of returns. 
– Benjamin Graham 
 

Select Dividend – Bottom-up risk-managed dividend portfolio of up to 40 stocks that can hold cash and fixed 
income when markets aren’t presenting attractive individual equity opportunities. A portfolio built upon Cypress 
Capital’s metrics that measure dividend quality and safety. The portfolio is divided 75/25 into payers and 
growers. Payers are stocks having above-average yields with a long-term history of paying dividends, where the 
dividend is perceived to be safe. Growers are companies with high total shareholder yields and perceived to be 
high-quality, franchise companies. The portfolio is generally made up of familiar, household names. 

Global Allocation – Multi-asset class portfolio that invests in low-cost exchange-traded funds across eight asset 
classes based upon the margin of safety offered by each asset class to avoid significant drawdowns. 

Strategic Income – Disciplined, value-biased income portfolio that practices patience in awaiting excellent risk-
reward opportunities in fixed income. Disciplined in its refusal to reach for yield and put capital at risk of 
permanent impairment. 

Asset Neutral – Absolute return-focused multi-asset class portfolio that allocates assets based upon the margin 
of safety offered in each asset class. The portfolio can go defensive and hold up to 100% cash in some 
environments. 

US Opportunity – Concentrated value portfolio of up to 50 stocks that increases allocations to cash and fixed 
income when the margin of safety offered by equities is too narrow. Portfolio quantitatively buys the cheapest, 
highest quality stocks that it can find. Quantitative sell discipline sells individual holdings based on value and 
momentum factors. 

Contact us for more information. 

   

Asset Management – Portfolio Lineup 
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